conserved the underlying core/periphery substructure and stability of the drought-impacted webs.
22
When we subsequently perturbed the webs by simulating species loss in silico, the rewired drought 23 webs were as robust as the larger, undisturbed webs. Our research unearths previously unknown 24 compensatory dynamics arising from within the core that could underpin food web stability in the 25 face of environmental perturbations.
26
Many areas of the world are becoming increasingly prone to drought 1,2 and declining precipitation 27 coupled with rising demand for water could threaten the integrity of freshwater ecosystems across the 28 globe 3, 4 . In rivers and streams, the elimination of sensitive species could potentially undermine community 29 structure and ecosystem functioning 7-9 , yet how this affects food web stability -at both substructural and 30 whole-network levels 10 -has yet to be fully elucidated. linked the presence of a cohesive "core" of closely interacting nodes and a loosely connected 38 "periphery" 5, [18] [19] [20] to the stability of complex (non-ecological) networks 21, 22 . The significance of this for 39 food web responses to an environmental perturbation -drought -is reported here for the first time.
40
The network "core" is a cohesive group of highly connected nodes that governs the functional random removal and ii) targeted removal of core species (i.e. high degree species).
86
All eight food webs exhibited a clear core/periphery structure ( Fig. 1) , as revealed by a distinct 87 peak in their core profiles and a step-change in interconnectedness from high to low-degree species 88 (indicated by a vertical line in Fig. 1 , at which the number of links + is at its maximum, and after which 89 it decreases steadily). The food web cores contained species from all trophic levels ( Fig. 1 Drought reduced the density of connections within the core (Fig. 3a) , as shown by lower rich-club 101 coefficients, . This phenomenon in non-ecological networks is a common response to stress 21, 22 , and in 102 our case was a result of compensatory re-wiring as core species moved into the periphery: the density of 103 connections in the latter was unaffected by drought, despite peripheral species loss. These changes in 104 network structure reflect consumer-specific shifts in diet potentially resulting from physiological stress, 105 changes in the abundance and distribution of resources and/or modified foraging in the drought-disturbed 106 habitat (see Supplementary Fig. S4 for an example). All webs showed a marked deviation in connectivity 107 from their respective null models within their cores, revealing a systematic, non-random substructure -the 108 first time such a phenomenon has been detected in a manipulative field experiment (Fig. 3b) 
